
Content-Pedagogy-Classroom Management
What reforms would you like to see in each of these areas?

Content Votes

Kimberly- Yep. Choice over learning process, content and assessment
type.

3

Steph - More room for student choice and creativity 2

Molly-Student choice! 2

Joanna- Student choice and Real-world situations that matter to students 1

Liz - the concept of "canon" 1

Jenny: More cross curricular and connected 1

Jen - Cross curricular, focus on super standards (what really needs to be
taught) and tie in to real life problems/situations

1

Walt- what matters most and choice 0

Susan - I would try to really hone in on what matters. 0

Focusing on fewer math skills more in depth-Jenny M 0

Pedagogy Votes

Jenny H - Make sure to include choice, focus more on a flipped model to
help target students that need more support

4

Susan - I'd like to be able to use more strategies that challenge students
at the evaluate and create levels of Bloom's.

2

Joanna- offer student choice and critical thinking opportunities. 1

Molly-add more metacognition opportunities. to guide next steps in the
learning process & invite students into that.

1

Joanne: Really explore the ways to include critical thinking and choice
into opportunities

1

Steph-Provide more advanced work options that students will actually
engage with and benefit from if they are finishing early

0

Classroom Management Votes

Jen - to stop focusing on if the task is done and more on has the concept
been learned.  Students can pick how they show understanding

3

Susan - I want to be certain that I build in opportunities for students to
have time for social interaction every day.

2



Steph-Find more intriguing options for social interaction. Often my HS
students won't want any of the ones I give, so I don't push.

2

Jenny H -How my students share their thinking and learning with me and
others. (Choice!)

1

Molly- use as many discussion strategies as possible to get them
interacting with each other

1


